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On September 9 we will have a Sunday School
Kick-Off Breakfast
at 9:30 am, in the Fellowship Hall. Following will
be Worship at 10:30 am.
Due to popular request, we will be staying at
one service, 10:30 am.
Below is the schedule beginning September 16.
9:15 am
10:00 am
10:30 am

Adult & Children’s Sunday
School
Coffee Cart
Worship
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Mission Trip Opportunity
Consider going with a church group to

Beautiful Belize
There are few experiences in life that present us with better opportunities to transform hearts and deepen faith,
than do mission trips.
For one thing, mission trips show most of us a side of life that we rarely, if ever, see. They show us people in
great need. This alone grows our capacity for compassion. It also gives us a deeper appreciation for what we
have.
A second benefit of mission trips is that we are given the opportunity to get to know some other Christians in a
way that we rarely get to know them in the busy day to day world in which we live. Many relationships begun
on such trips become life long friendships.
Mission trips are present the possibility of growing closer to God. There are many aspects of such a trip that
require us to trust God and others in ways that we may not have to do very often in our normal lives where
things usually run pretty smoothly and we are in control for the most part. Since the words faith and trust are
synonyms, developing more trust means growing more faith.
In addition to all of the above opportunities for transformation, there is also the opportunity to offer yourself to
God and allow God to use you in ways you have never been used before. There is something noble and
beautiful in such acts of surrender that grows us in the spirit of God.
I hope you will consider taking the plunge and going with a group of people from our church to Belize in 2013.
There will be an Informational Meeting on Sunday September 16 at noon in the fellowship hall to present
the basics of such a trip and answer any questions you might have.
Below you will find some basic details that will help you get a better grip on what the trip will entail.
Dates: To be decided based upon the needs of those who desire to go.
Cost: About $1,000 per person, but there is quite a bit of potential scholarship money
available. Details announced at the meeting.
Work: There are many options and we
will tailor our work to the talents of the group going. We do hope to do some medical work, and
possibly some construction of water quality plants.
Place: Belize is a Central American country bordering Mexico.
Group Size: Hopefully around 20
Leaders: Sadly for you – Pastor Chuck.
Happily for you – Donna.
Hope to see you at the meeting
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It was her eyes that got me.
They were huge and the whites had a yellowish tint, but the thing about them that struck me was their vacant quality.
She was four years old, weighed barely twenty pounds, looked pregnant because of her distended belly, had rust
colored hair (an unmistakable sign of malnutrition) but none of that hit like her eyes. They seemed dead, as empty as a
miser’s heart.
The nurse responsible for this unit of this particular orphanage in downtown Port au Prince in the Haitian capital city,
told me to pick her up and feed her, but I was reluctant. I felt like I was being asked to pick up death itself. On the
other hand I was sure that it was what God wanted me to do. To embrace this child of death was my calling that day.
So I lifted her into my arms and sat in the old wooden rocking chair next to her cold iron crib.
She was on fire. Hot to the touch. I told the nurse and asked for a thermometer. The nurse told me there was only one
thermometer for this floor of the orphanage and it was being used in another unity, and there was no need to take her
temperature because the child would be dead by morning anyway.
I was dumfounded. She said with no emotion in her voice. I realized that it was not that she didn’t care, but that she
had grown used to losing children. Day after unrelenting day children were dropped off at this orphanage by parents
who could not care for them and did not want to watch another child die. So the nurses of this place ushered them
into the next life for the parents. But doing this work caused them ultimately to become numb to the dying.
I was not yet numb, so to me this was an unmitigated horror. I was feeding a child who would be dead in hours. I
looked down as she drained the bottle of the formula I was feeding her, and I felt anguish in my heart.
I fed four such little girls that day. All were grossly undernourished, all drained the bottle in seconds, all wanted more,
but there was no more. Each made my heart ache.
Later that night as our group discussed our day I expressed the injustice of it all. I shared that I could not believe that it
was God’s will for these children suffer so. I wondered aloud why Haitian parents have children they cannot feed. I
said that I could not imagine that I would not find a way to feed my kids, no matter what I had to do. I asked the
Haitians present why the government, or the church, was not providing for these children. But I knew that the issues
were way more complicated than my simplistic questions implied. I just needed to blow off my frustration.
I came back that trip somewhat radicalized about the needs of people around the world (whose needs are far greater
than those of nearly all Americans), as well as the needs of those in our local area who are living barely subsistence
lives. Today, twenty one years later I am no less radical about the need for Christians and the church to care for such
people.
To be a disciple of Jesus Christ’s is much more than believing a few lines of correct theology. It is not a matter of
saying, “I take Jesus as my personal Lord and savior”. It is about deciding to follow Jesus. The church does not need
more believers. The world does not need more Christian believers. What both the church and the world need is more
Christian disciples. What we need is more people who will go where Jesus goes.
Some might inquire at this point as to where Jesus would go, but the answer is clear I think. When he began his
ministry he said this:
The Spirit of God has anointed me
to preach good news to the poor
To proclaim freedom for the prisoners
And recovery of sight to the blind
To release the oppressed
And to proclaim the year of God’s favor.
The poor, the prisoner, the broken, the oppressed, these are the people to whom Jesus went. So should we.
Inside this month’s Flyer you will find an announcement about a mission trip our church is sponsoring to the Central
American country of Belize. I hope you will read this article and think about going with us. I know God does not call
everyone to go on such trips, but he calls a lot more than currently go.
I went back to that orphanage three days later. There was a new little girl lying in the crib where my little girl had
been. She had, in fact, died.
She shouldn’t have!
Pastor Chuck
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September 2012
People Dealing with Cancer

Dave Burton has bone cancer in his right arm and has chosen not to be treated.
Doctors are telling him he has until November to live.
Joe Minteer – Jessica Burrows’ dad has a rare form of prostate cancer
Ann Lewis’ daughter Jennifer is undergoing intense chemo for breast cancer

Other Concerns

Lauren Scharf – general health concerns
Lori Straub who has MS, had a surgery on her esophagus
Deb Pifer battling MS
Joe Sample and Jon Papson both dealing with intestinal diseases.
Ruth Crist – Jackie Ostergaard – Dan Miller have Alzheimer’s
A number of people are looking for work.
Nancy Pickens’ 100 year old dad – hip is recovering from hip surgery.
Luke Tobolewski’s heart problems are being watched carefully by his doctors at
Children’s hospital in Pittsburgh.
Tom Solvedt’s doctors are working on getting his congestive heart failure under
control
Rae Lynn Brace – recently had a baby. The baby has some health problems, and on
top of that her husband has been deployed to Afghanistan

This month Steve & Jill Iszkula had their baby – Ivy Elaine is beautiful!
Also Eric and Carissa Iszkula had their little one – Claire Elaine is also beautiful!
Julie and Adam Wagner – expecting this month
Emily and Ryan Crawford – Jessica and Ryan Annegan are also expecting this fall.
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In a Different Voice
(a monthly column written by Judith Johnston)

Strange, interesting, weird, charming, scary — as America becomes increasingly diverse, we
are confronted by more & more people whose ways are not our ways. Yet, God seems to
have spoken to his children in many different places at very different times. Some of these
diverse views will be featured each month to encourage a healthy curiosity about other
spiritual writings and to open us up to possibilities for a larger spiritual awareness.

The ancient God of the Turks, Tengri or Tangra, is usually referred to as the "kok Tanri" or
sky god, therefore heavenly father.
The sky father or heavenly father is a recurring theme in mythology all over the
world.

Our Father who art in heaven, Hallowed by Thy name. Jesus

Matthew 6:9

A Green Man is a sculpture, drawing, or other representation of a face surrounded by
or made from leaves. Branches or vines may sprout from the nose, mouth, nostrils or
other parts of the face and these shoots may bear flowers or fruit. Commonly used as
a decorative architectural ornament, Green Men are frequently found on carvings in
churches and other buildings (both secular and ecclesiastical).
The spiritual warrior archetype helps to constructively answer questions about
aggression and competition with a healthy direction. Unlike the soldier character, the
spiritual warrior is in touch with the joy, the sadness, the expansiveness in their heart;
able to share and give it to others. The warrior knows about death and seizes the
day. They have learned to let go with forgiveness and avoids chasing others in
revenge. The warrior commits to growing the heart and soul in becoming a creative
being. The warrior serves in love of strangers and gives generously while giving to
themselves. The spiritual warrior seeks to change others with rational and
compassionate decision-making in service of a higher goal.
Chogyam Trungpa
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The Hidden Spirituality of Men
Ten Metaphors to Awaken the Sacred Masculine
By Matthew Fox
Following on the heels of The Devine Feminine, by Virginia Ramey Mollenkott, Ph.D.,
our last book review before summer, is The Hidden Spirituality of Men. Hopefully this will
provide the reader with an expanding and deepening balanced view of God.
Fox, like Mollenkott, devoted his life to recovering mystical traditions of both the church
and other faith paths and the struggle for social, gender, ecological, and racial justice.
This incurred the wrath of the Vatican which silenced Fox for a year and then expelled him
from the Dominican Order of which he had been a member of 34 years. He went on to
establish various schools and educational programs dealing with spirituality, and continued
writing and lecturing.
Metaphors empower and guide our actions. Fox uses the following to help men discover
and reveal their spirituality: (1) Father Sky: The Cosmos Lives!; (2) The Green Man; (3)
Icarus and Daedalus; (4) Hunter-Gatherers; (5) Spiritual Warriors;
(6) Masculine Sexuality, Numinous Sexuality; (7) Our Cosmic Animal Bodies; (8) The Blue
Man; (9) Earth Father: The Fatherly Heart; and (10) Grandfather Sky: The Grandfatherly
Heart. At the end of the book are questions for each chapter that would provide for a
stimulating men’s or Sunday School study.
And what of these metaphors? The following quotes by other authors say it best.
“Every man on this planet should read this book—not to mention every woman who wants
to understand the struggles, often unconscious, that shape the men they know.”
Rabbi Michael Lerner.
“Fox shows that if we wish to repair a world that faces crises of militarism, injustice, and
ecological collapse, we must start with the conflicts and potential within ourselves and work
outward from spiritual strength.”
Rex Weyler, Greenpeace International Co-founder.
“...a gutsy, courageous book, one that confronts the terrible isolation in which men live with
archetypal images that once nurtured, guided, and connected our ancestors and that still
course within the depths of each of us.” Dr. James Hollis, Jungian analyst.
This book is complex, each chapter requiring reflection, meditation, and questioning.
For the man: Who am I really? And for the woman: Can I help him discover and reveal
his true spirituality? Having lived with a husband and two sons for many years, I regret not
having had this book to read several years ago.
Judith Johnston
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Summer News

Current News

Vacation Bible School
We had 36 kids registered, and a fun time was
had by all!
Thank you to Jim Case for doing a fabulous
job directing our Vacation Bible School, to all
the Leaders, Gina Case & the kitchen crew, all
the helpers, and to everyone who donated
supplies and food. You all made this year’s
VBS very successful!

First Annual BeauTEAful
Blossoms
Our first annual Tea was a huge success!
$2285 was raised that went to the Building
Fund! Thank you to Linda Boyd for thinking
of this wonderful event, and to all the women
who helped make this a success. Tickets were
sold out and there were over 100 ladies
wearing their finest. There were many vendors
with beautiful items to purchase, a large
Chinese auction
of beautiful gift baskets, and a fashion show by
Sassy Peacock.
Ladies, watch for information about next year's
Tea on June 15,2013!

Weddings
Lindsey Joseph

Sunday School Teachers
Thank you to the following for giving their
time for our children
Nursery, Preschool, & Kindergarten – Gail
Getz & Jessica LaFlamme
Grades 1, 2, & 3 – Linda Tobolewski
Grades 4 & 5 – Scott & Kris Russin
Grades 6, 7, & 8 – Jennifer Lewis
Sr. High – Mark Hutchinson

Annual Rummage Sale
September 14th& 15th
Help is still needed to work during the
Rummage Sale on the 15th.
We hope to have a Bake Sale on both days,
which will bring in 100% profit! We need
bakers! There are sign-up sheets on the table in
the Lobby. Thank you for helping with
this important Fundraiser event!
We will not be picking up at White Hall.
This got to be a lot of hard work, and we ended
up with people’s left-overs that we had to pay
to take away. So we need donations from you!
Donations may be brought to the Fellowship
Hall on Monday, September 10th from 8 am
until 6 pm, and Tuesday, the 11th through
Thursday the 13th, from 10 am until 4.

New Babies
Luke Jacob Tobolewski, born May 10, 2012
Claire Elaine Iszkula, born May 21, 2010
Ivy Elaine Iszkula, born July 24, 2012

Food Pantry
The Food Pantry will be held on Saturday,
September 8th
due to the Labor Day Weekend.

Deaths
We pray for the families of:
Theresa Weber’s mom & brother
Don Leopold
Kathy Loomis
John Paden’s mom

Dryer Donation
Thank you to Sid & Marty Manchester for
donating a dryer for our Utility Room!
Now we just need a washer for our kitchen
towels and table linens!

Adult Sunday School Classes
(9:15 -10:15 am)
A. “Sticky Faith”
A class about raising your children to
have a deep faith of their own, held in
the Fellowship Hall. It will be based
on a video curriculum from Right Now
Media.
B. “Bible Study for Deep Thinkers”
This class meets in the conference
room (next to the church office) and
will be taught by Ken Krause.
C. “Gays in the Church”
Pastor Chuck will lead this class in the
Adult Lounge. (the room next to the
rest rooms in the old building) The
class is designed for leaders in the
church to think and talk about the most
divisive issue the church faces in the
21st century.

Right Now Media
The church has purchased this resource that
allows every member of the congregation to
use its teaching resources. This site has
excellent educational videos. We would like
you to be hooked up and ready so you can
participate in our church education
programs coming up soon. Sid Manchester
has emailed everyone an invitation with a link
to the website.
Once you have received the invitation, below
are the steps to getting into the site and
accessing many great tools for growing in your
faith. To access the website:
Go to www.rightnow.org. This will take you to
the Right Now web site. You will see a tab on
the right hand side of the screen Right Now
Media - click on that and you will go to the log
in screen where you can enter your email and
create a password for yourself.
Simple as that!
The next screen will allow you to find the
video we are using in class. Fill in the title of
the video you are looking for, or just browse
the titles and watch whatever you want.

Wednesday Evening
Adult Class
(6:30 -8:00 pm)
This fall the class will begin on September
19, held in the Fellowship Hall.We will
begin a video based course called The
Story. It is a bible study course for those
who are not very familiar with the bible.
This course lasts 30 weeks and will help
you to become familiar with the overall
“story” of the bible. The class will be led
by Pastor Chuck and Stephanie Mitchell. If
you are wanting to get familiar with the
bible for the first time – this would be a
great class for you.
And – just to whet your appetite here are
some of the classes that are being planned
for the rest of the year:
A course in Spiritual Development led by
Donna Cammarata; Marriage class; a class
on getting your finances in order; a course
called the Great Emergence led by Pastor
Chuck which will try to make sense of all
the craziness going on in our culture and
world these days

Belize Mission Trip
There will be an informational meeting for
a possible Belize Mission Trip on Sunday,
September 16 at Noon in the Fellowship
Hall. There is a sign-up sheet
on the table in the Lobby for those who are
interested.

Coffee House
Saturday, September 29
7-9 PM
Rick Bruening - folk musician, singer, &
songwriter
Rick was our music guest on Sunday,
July 22.
Come enjoy a night of special music, fun,
and fellowship!
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Staying Connected
We are trying to keep you
informed by sending out emails
each week of upcoming events,
Wednesday evening & Sunday
School classes, Sunday
services, and prayer requests.
Don’t forget to check out our
website –
fairviewpresbyterianchurch.com
as well.

Golden Girls
The Golden Girls will meet
Wednesday September 19, 5:30
pm at Syd’s Place.
Regrets only to Louise
Hutchinson at 474-2352

Celebrate Grandparents
Several sociological factors are affecting grandparents’
role. Because families are spread out geographically,
“long-distance grandparenting” is now common. On the
other end of the spectrum, many grandparents are
actually raising their grandchildren.
Despite modern-day challenges and changes,
grandparents are more important than ever for providing
kids with a sense of history and heritage. Whether
through social media and Skype or special outings and
storytelling, the older generation has a variety of
avenues for connecting with grandkids.
In the process, grandparents can share their Christian
faith. “One generation will commend your works to
another; they will tell of your mighty acts” (Psalm 145:4
NIV).

By all these lovely tokens
September days are here,
With summer’s best of weather

College
Correspondence
Dear Dad,
$chool i$ really great. I’m
making lot$ of friend$ and
$tudying hard. With all my
$tuff, I $imply can’t think of
anything I need. $o, if you’d
like, you can ju$t $end me a
card, a$ I’d love to hear from
you.
Love, your $on
Reply:
I kNOw that astronomy,
economics and oceanography
are eNOugh to keep even an
honor student busy. No Not
forget that the pursuit of
kNOwl3dge is a Noble task,
and you can never study
eNOugh.
Dad

And autumn’s best of cheer.
_ Helen Hunt Jackson
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Thank You
The Golden Dragon Taiji Class wishes to thank the
church once again for renting us space for our two taiji classes .
We were happy to provide two new flower pots for
the plants in front of the pulpit, and will continue watering and
pruning all of the plants in the church.

Memorial Garden Update
With the help of many volunteers the Memorial Garden is reaching
completion. The perennial planting was delayed for a number of reasons,
but the new plants persisted, with frequent watering, in sprouting new
leaves and flowers despite the heat and dry weather. They should all be in
top form next Spring. The edging of the flower bed will soon be completed.

A very comfortable bench is now in place and perfect for reflecting, visiting
with a friend, etc. Feel free to try it out anytime.
We are moving toward the installation of memorial plaques, and details for
remembering a loved one in the garden setting will be forthcoming.
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Birthdays
3

4
8
9
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
22
23
24
26
29
30

Julie Papson
Jim Pendleton
Anna Mae Traut
Cathy Vogan
Jodyn Hartson
Eric Burton
Daniel Mountain
Ruth Scandale
Jenna Mucciarone
Sue Johnson
Susan Johnson
Marshall Tuschak
Adam Hutchinson
Theresa Weber
Carol Hetherington
Sharon Ferringer
Jacqui Fonticella
Julie Froelich
Charlene Plymyer
Ruth Getz
Morgan Tuschak
Megan McNally
Mary Sanders
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Editor’s Page
I’m on cloud nine! Jenna arrived back in
the States today! She’s in New York
City for a couple of days and will then go
to Boston for two weeks. Then she’s
coming home! It’s been a full year since
she’s been here and I am beside myself
with joy!
There’s a catch, though. She’ll only be
here in Fairview for about a week. She’ll
then go back to Boston where she will
work for another week or so; then she
returns to Israel. To live. She’s 28 years
old so she makes her own decisions and
this one is a doozy. But we support her
100 percent.
You see, there’s a boyfriend involved.
Of course we’ve never met him but have
talked to him on Skype and he seems to
be a wonderful young man. He certainly
has won Jenna over! Itzik (Hebrew for
Isaac) is Israeli and has lived in Tel Aviv
all his life. He treats Jenna so well, how
could we not like him?
I’d be happier if they were living in the
States but this is their life and it is what it
is, as they say. She assured me that Tel
Aviv is safe and I have to believe her.
She is in God’s hands now, not mine. I
don’t know how long she’ll live in Israel,
but she says it won’t be forever.
Eventually she’ll be back here, probably
in Boston where she’ll have a job. It’s
hard for me to live with the uncertainty,
but I’ll do my best.

For right now, I’ll be happy just to have
her little face home! I’ve got a year of
hugs to catch up on!

Wasn’t this a great summer? I did some
closet cleaning and rearranging of book
shelves, but I think I spent a large
majority of the time scrapbooking. A
friend from high school and I even
traveled to Butler to go to a store devoted
exclusively to scrapbooking! What fun!
I have arranged all the photos from the
years the kids were growing up into some
regular albums, and had Libby and Jenna
go through them to select which they
would like to have in a scrapbook. Then
I had copies made of these selections and
made up the scrapbooks. One thing I will
say about this hobby is that it’s not
cheap! But what satisfaction to see the
end product. Soon I’ll get out the old
photos from when I was growing up and
do a heritage album. That’ll be a lot of
work but I look forward to it.
Hope you all enjoyed your summer. It
won’t be too long until fall!
Barb Mucciarone

